Who Cares About Intellectual Freedom?

Paul Vermouth, Chair

The last year or so has been a busy one for the adversaries of intellectual freedom, and thus for its advocates. At the beginning of Banned Books Week last fall, the Office for Intellectual Freedom stated that in 1993 it had received nearly 700 reports of challenges to books and other library materials.

Data received by the OIF may be just the tip of an iceberg. Information released during the same week by the Library Research Service in Colorado indicated that in that state alone there were 337 challenges to 88 separate titles in 1993.

The November issue of the Newsletter on Intellectual Freedom reported that People for the American Way, in its twelfth annual issue of Attacks on the Freedom to Learn, listed 462 challenges during the 1993–1994 school year, including 375 attempts at censorship. Censors were successful in 42% of the cases.

I would argue that in the other 58% of the cases, those challenging materials were successful at something else: they caused a number of busy, hard-working people to be diverted from their daily activities and to devote scarce time and other resources to answering the challenges.

In the midst of the ongoing struggle against censorship, the response of librarians and others nationwide to the ALA OIF intellectual freedom discussion list on the internet is good news. Members of the list have covered a wide range of topics, from very specific titles like Judy Blume’s Forever to policy issues relating to the net itself. While not every thread or comment is of equal interest to every member, the existence of this forum in cyberspace is a positive sign.

With online access becoming more widespread, the net itself will be the focus of more and more censorship attempts.

As readers of this newsletter are aware, others have been working on policy issues associated with providing access to the net and its varied environment. At Midwinter, the Intellectual Freedom Committee will be holding a hearing on electronic access to information to gather input for drafting an interpretation of the Library Bill of Rights. Try to be there if you can.

Who cares about intellectual freedom? All of those unnamed individuals who helped to answer censorship challenges during the past year. And all who sat in committee meetings, drafted policies, put up banned books displays, participated in formal and informal discussions, or worked in numerous other ways to create a climate supportive of intellectual freedom.

All of us, or we would not have joined the IFRT.
Electronic Intellectual Freedom

There will be an open hearing, Feb. 6, 2-4pm, at the Midwinter meeting of ALA to discuss creating an Interpretation of the Library Bill of Rights to cover electronic information. It will be interesting to see how broad a definition of “electronic information” comes out of this discussion. As libraries begin to offer Internet access, we confront an environment where anyone can create and publish information, even our customers. And it is in the area of this individual, amateur publishing that electronic information becomes both liberating and scary.

It is difficult to get a handle on specific problems and abuses that need to be addressed because accurate reporting of censorship in the electronic environment is rare. Oh, if you hang around the Internet, you’ll soon hear someone’s outraged story of being censored or denied access — but that’s one side’s partisan report of what happened. We lack standards of investigation in this arena where anyone can post accusations and get them spread far and wide. There is already a substantial body of Internet folklore about events that never really happened, and the ease of forwarding electronic communications insures they will resurface and be viewed with alarm by newcomers. Moreover, opinion varies considerably on what constitutes acceptable behavior both for users and system administrators. The Internet and the smaller bulletin boards have evolved customs where acceptable behavior is enforced by peer disapproval and sometimes backed up by access providers. These expectations may be spelled out in Acceptable Use Policies or the equivalent, but the geometric expansion of users and services keeps policy creation trailing behind.

Access to information is what libraries are all about. The Library Bill of Rights Interpretation Regulations, Policies, and Procedures Affecting Access to Library Resources and Services says “Publicly supported libraries provide access to information for all without imposing barriers which limit or prevent library users, including the indigent or the economically disadvantaged, from exercising their full constitutio

....

tional rights.” The question which the many-to-many communication possibilities of electronic information raises is, did we mean “read only” access when we wrote that. If not, libraries will confront all the issues faced by other providers of Internet and bulletin board access. Our Acceptable Use Policies must conform to the Library Bill of Rights, while ensuring that those who use us for access do not so offend the rest of the electronic community that all our users are cut off from sources of information. We will be dealing with complaints from individuals, email lists, and newsgroups about abusive posts from our users and complaints from our users that groups refused to carry their messages. We will be asked to investigate the activities of users or deny them access to their accounts.

Even if we choose a “read only” interpretation of access, we will still be working with a medium where anyone can publish and where yesterday’s content is no guarantee of today’s. Some institutions recognize this by simply posting a disclaimer that electronic information is too volatile for traditional library selection, so use it at your own risk. Others try to create a sanitized annex by limiting what gets in and how users can get out. Typical of this is refusal to carry “alt” newsgroups since “alt” is the home of many of the sex discussion groups that seem to be all the news media can find on the Internet. Since formation of “alt” groups is more casual than the regular USENET process, this could be used as a selection criterion. But that would deny access to groups like alt.aquaria, alt.censorship, and alt.quotations, which would be valuable to library customers.

As libraries choose which tools will be available to access electronic archives, paths to specific hosts can be made easier or harder to find. In some ways this is like cataloging, and we’ve never written an interpretation of the Library Bill of Rights that specifically says cataloging must enhance access, not impede it, though that is implied throughout the Library Bill of Rights and its interpretations. Nevertheless, the interconnectedness of electronic information makes it virtually impossible to eliminate paths leading to anything available, at least for the sophisticated user. Of course, a library might choose to be a host site for specific archives it has selected, either in addition to or instead of allowing users to range freely across gopher or World Wide Web. But the virtue of electronic information is its immediacy, and that means a constant influx of new material. Collection development for electronic archives must begin with a decision about what is the basic unit of information — each file and email message or the archive as a whole. While host sites often add a “read me” file indicating the scope and purpose of an archive, these are rarely as thorough as a library collection policy, so confrontations arise when gifts of electronic files are rejected. This is one of the many areas where the Library Bill of Rights has much to offer the rest of the electronic information community.

Access by minors is the hottest area of concern about electronic information and here the library community must deal with interpretations that were written for an environment where we had a lot more control over selection. While Free Access to Libraries for Minors has obvious implications for electronic information, Access for Children and Young People to Videotapes and other Nonprint Formats will become more important as the World Wide Web links us to archives with sound and pictures. We also need to recognize that for the next decade our most skilled users of electronic information may also be our youngest users.

The Electronic Frontier Foundation is fond of saying that on the Internet the First Amendment is just a local ordinance. Fortunately, in The Universal Right to Free Expression ALA endorsed articles 18, 19, and 20 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights which gives us a basis for handling international and intercultural issues. But, electronic information will remind us that, diverse as the U.S. is, the globe is even more so. And, that raises the question of who are our customers, once we join the community of electronic information. What do community standards mean when anyone can gopher to your library?
Librarians, Ethics, and Censorship

One of the advantages of being on the Internet is the thought-provoking, not to say sometimes infuriating, discussions that arise. On our own ALA/OIF listserv, a current topic concerns professional ethics and censorship.

A law professor from California proposed a hypothetical question about the ethics of a librarian who removes some books from the library after being ordered to do so by her City Council. The law prof. states that it is not unethical because the council — her boss and collective representative of the taxpayers — had a right to order the elimination of parts of the collection.

Of course, this is not hypothetical; the incident of Private Parts and the library director who lost her job comes to mind. People from all over the country have responded. The First Amendment has been mentioned. A librarian’s duty to maintain a collection with many points of view has been another familiar theme. Any of the people reading this article could repeat the arguments which we all have used forever.

The part of the whole discussion that is distressing is that we still have to make these points to members of the public who one would expect to be more enlightened. But even worse, we are reminded again of the terrible vulnerability of libraries to any official with a budget-cutting or thought-control zeal. Especially in the new national political picture, we must remember to reach out to find allies and supporters in our communities or our institutions and we who work in them will go under.

The most effective form of censorship is through the budget. The hopeful conclusion from the electronic chat is that so many of our colleagues recognize the importance of resistance. Our job is clearly to make sure the public understands and agrees.

— Fay Golden, Director, Liverpool Public Library, Liverpool, NY

You Want to Display What!!!

We had an interesting time in my area this fall. A number of public libraries were asked to exhibit displays for “Reverence for Life” month (October). For the most part, the displays were described as focusing on child development and a celebration of life. In fact, the display that was actually offered to libraries in the area carried a strong anti-abortion message.

Libraries responded in a variety of ways. Some carried the displays and hoped no one would object. At least one neighbor library had several angry Board meetings with pro-choice residents demanding equal time. And some libraries refused to carry the display citing policies forbidding political or religious materials.

In August I informed the Board of the Downers Grove Public Library that we had received a request to exhibit a “Reverence for Life” display. I also reported that the request complied with our policy of exhibiting displays recognizing the activities of local organizations — although in the past this had meant a garden club display promoting composting. This was reported in the local press coverage of the Board meeting. We were immediately contacted by residents who wanted to sponsor a display on other choices available to women.

In October, the Library’s 30 foot wide display window featured three displays: a “Reverence for Life display, an “Options for Women” display, and a display of library materials an issues ranging from AIDS to animal rights. The “Issues” display included the following quote from Thomas Mann, “It is impossible for ideas to compete in the marketplace if no forum for their presentation is provided or available.”

Downers Grove came out of this experience very well. We received a number of thank you letters for one or the other display, as well as comments from residents who simply expressed support for the way the whole issue was handled. And the few patrons who came in to complain about one of the displays were satisfied when they were shown the alternative display right next to it.

Of course we are wondering “What’s next?”

It may be time for libraries to take another look at their display policies. Are you prepared to deal with a request to exhibit a display that is potentially controversial — we weren’t. For example, have you defined “political?” Does it refer to a referendum issue, or do you really just mean a “hot topic?” — and who decides? It would be interesting to hear how your library responds (or would respond) to a similar situation. Why not send a short comment to this publication.

— Christopher Bowen, Director, Downers Grove (IL) Public Library

Electronic Intellectual Freedom continued

The ALA/OIF listserv recently discussed whether it was necessary to respond to a challenge from someone outside the taxpayer base of the library. As library catalogs become accessible over the Internet, such challenges may well increase.

In the face of all these concerns it may seem simplest to withdraw from the fray and stay away from electronic information, but that is the one choice we don’t have.

We can use the Library Bill of Rights to set a standard for access to electronic information or we can compromise our principles with the excuse that electronic information is too different for the old rules to apply. What we can’t do is make electronic information disappear. We can only make libraries disappear by clinging to the past.

— Carolyn Caywood, Bayside Area Library, Virginia Beach, VA
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Editorial: Librarians, Children, and the Internet

Among the many issues facing librarians in 1995 are those relating to the Internet. Who should have access? How can libraries provide it? What services should libraries offer?

A number of questions have been raised, particularly with permitting children to participate in the ‘net. To many of us, these questions relate to the library’s role in establishing a relationship with children. Current interpretations of the Library Bill of Rights affirm that it is parents — and only parents — who can determine what their children — and only their children — may use in the library. Therefore, librarians dealing with parents concerned about their children’s use of the ‘net (as well as other library resources) encourage those parents to visit the library with their children and supervise their use of its services and materials.

There is a privacy issue, too. Does a child’s right to privacy interfere with parental control over his or her behavior? Many librarians are in conflict about whether they should tell a parent whose child has received an overdue notice or bill exactly what the child has checked out, let alone what electronic resources that child may be using.

Some librarians and parents are concerned with children’s access to newsgroups, particularly those dealing with explicit sexual language. Others fear that pedophiles may gain access to children through electronic media. Some libraries offering public access to the ‘net may choose to block access to newsgroups such as alt.sex to “protect” children from sexually explicit material.

It is important for librarians offering (or contemplating offering) public access to the Internet to treat this new medium as they do any other resource in libraries. Not so long ago, videos, cassette tapes, and compact discs were new media. Librarians developed selection policies, based on their community’s needs, to choose appropriate titles for their collections. While there are some aspects of the ‘net that do not lend themselves to positive or negative selection, libraries can choose what services they will offer and how.

This topic will be a hot one, not only at Midwinter but at Annual Conference as well. IFRT Chair Paul Vermouth has planned a program dealing with intellectual freedom and the Internet which people coming to Chicago will want to attend. Meanwhile, if you have views on the intellectual freedom issues relating to the ‘net (or on any other First Amendment topic), feel free to write or e-mail the editor, whose addresses are shown below.

— Sue Kamm,  
Editor, IFRT News  
Inglewood Public Library  
101 West Manchester Boulevard  
Inglewood, CA 90301  
e-mail: inglewod@class.org
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